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OBIJECTIYE

Prtsent the elements of the terrain environment which

affect vehicle performance and tabulate or indicate avail-

ability of data.

RESULTS

Data cosicerning soil strength are available in an

adequate quantity to indicate the expected range of soil

strength. There are not sufficient data to identify the

range of geometric profiles nor the impact of vegetative

cover,

R CC OMIMN DAT IONS

Terrain design criteria should be presented in quantita-

tive terms where possible. Addfitional data should be inelded

in Military rharacteristics as they become available.
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A8ST•,ACT

A discussion of the elements of the terrain which affect

vehicle perfornance is presented. The soil value data current-

ly available are tabulated and a brief description of thel'r

applicatlon is provided.

Prograns devoted to the description of terrain environ-

ments are reviewed.

A
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I: SY1Ir1OLS

Phy.iseal Sal|'Vloe associats.d withi € ~ ~~~~s J nk.--igo .. . . .. . n

In l

kPby.le.• Sol Value .ssocintion with lb_.
*"sinknq * .......... , . . . 1 (n2)

In.

a - Exponent of Sinkge

c = Soil Cohesion, psi

- Angle or Internal Friction, degrees

- T.,nnient M1odntums of DeforatLion, Inches
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INTROODCTIUN

A. flackfiround:

In order to design any device It Is necessary to

have detailed prior knowledge of what the device is ex-

pected to Anc.mopllh. The more complex the device, the

more detailed must bhe the design specifications or criteria.

When a now vehicle Is required by the Army. the criterta

are est4blished in the "llIlitnry Ch.aracteristics". These

criteria h3ve normally been stated In qualitative terms

such ns a re-mtrencut that a vehicle is to be mobile in

mud, snow, or some other *difricult" soil or terrain en-

vironment.

The Arny has long been aware that the use of qu.ali-

tntive definitions of the vehicle operating environment

was not adequate. However. recognizing this fact did not

produoe a better means of specifying vehicle requirements

simply because no one had taere than a vague idea of what

impact the terrain environment had on vehicle performince.

Even today wo do not know what elements of the terrain

environient act most strongly on a vehtcle nor 13 there

general agreenent on a m.eans to identify the environment.
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3. III story:

In 1941 the Arny began its efforts to renve the

mystery surrounding the off-road performance of vehioles.

The Corps of E~ngineers was given the responsibility for

the development of a means for vehicle performance oval-

uation. There was no great desire at that tine to estab-

lish design criteria: the desire wai simply to find a

way to properly evaluate or predict performance if soil

conditions were known. The outcome of this effort was

the application of the Civil •ngineer penetrometer test

to soil and a correlation of performance to penetrometer

reading. The soil was identified by means ef a coae

index and a nobility index was developed that character-.

ized vehicle performance. Essentially, the mobility in-

dex was established by a curve fitting procedure in which

all of the assumed vehicle characteristics affecting

miobility wore juqCled until an equation was found which

fit t-4!e experimaenzal resitlts. This work produced a very

useful evnluntion tool but did not provide an Insight tn-

to the rnte.action between a vehicle ind the soil. With-

out such an insight it wrs not possible to determine how

a vehicle should be designed. Rather, it gave an insight

into how vehicles were designed.
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The Ordnance Corps became concerned aboat the pro-

blem of vehicle desiqn for off-road performance when it

became evident that their off-road machines could not

cope with the natural enironment. However, the Initial

emphasis was placed on "mud mobility" since this was as-

sumed to be the problem that had to be solved. Thisof

course, was not really believed by anyone since what was

really noeant was thnt the and mobility was to be improved

without any reduction in other elements of performuance.

T!is state-ont is offered as fact since it would be no

great iccn-pIlshment to produice a vehicle capable of cop-

inig vith altiost anY' "tMrd hole" that it would meet. However,

t'e r.•chiine ivotild not be useful in a reasonably wide range

of terrcin condition. The demand for a universal vehicle

has apparently been dropped since a paper was written 2

statino this boldly. recause it was to re,ýeIve wide dis-

tribution thq pper required coiscurre,.ce by many channels

within the Army. "ince it received the necessary con-

clirrences, onie can only assune that the statement must

be, or has ')sen in the recent past, trite, flowever, even

if we don't demsand n universal vehicle, we do demand at

leant a icoeni.ule range of terrain types in which a ve-

hicle can operate.
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,llthoullh the Ordnani-e Corps' offort to improve off-

road perfor,,,•,nce was originally devoted to mud mobility

it soon became evident that a wide range of soil typvt

and a mtultiplilcity of terrain elements must be co.,sidered

in establishinq terrain design criteria. This was re-

flected It the work of the Land Locomotion Laboratory

which a.ttvnpcted to generalize the problem. The approach

taken tins to identiry the terrain elements In quantitative

teriris and to thei develop equations relating the vehicle

to the terrin. A soil value system 4 was developed which

consisted of two parts: A physical sell value system and

a rgeorietric soil value system. The physical soil value

system consists of a set of parameters that fit into a

fnmily of equations which describe the vertical and hori-

zontal' force-fmeformation curves. The force-deformatiom

curves nro obtained by means of an Instrument called a

13evareter. The details of the Instrumentation and the

procod'mre for obtaining the soil values have been com-

plotely described in Reference 4 so will not be presented

here. flowever, a description of the use of the perameter-t

is given ir. Appendix A.

The geonetric soil values dos.;ribo the profile of

terrain since It was observed thdt even if soil was strong,
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vehicle vibration limited vehicle speed to a low level..

It is a relatively simple proposition to develop equa-

-ions describing the vibration characteristics of a

vehicle once the vibration Input is knowv. AdmIttedlyj

if the non-llnearities of tire deflections, springs,

dampers, or the effect of a heavy track on vibration can

add a great amount of complication to the equations.

however, if the equations produce general trends which

are correct, the designer knows how to inorove performance.

Hie may not know the exect level of improverent without an

experiment but he knows whether a given change represents

an improvement or deterioration in performance.

Once the vibration or profile environment end soil

strength characteristics were identified, it would seem

reasonable that a vehicle designer would be In a reason-

ably good position to establish his design criteria.

Rowcver, these two factors do not consider one very i-

pprtent facet of the environments the effect of obstacles

7
(6) In the form of vegetation . It often occurs that soil

is strong, profile is mild but vehicle performance Is still

limited by vegetation. For example, Figure I shows the

effect of grass on the performance of a tracked vehicle.

TMe grr~ss shown In the photogreph was approximately five
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feet high and becmne'packed Into the suspensionsystem

* of the vehicle to the point of Immobilizing the vehicle.

In Figure 2, we see a typical obstacle produced by vegeta-

ties In a jungle enviropnost. The Corps of Engineers has

been very active in the development of a technique to

* catalog vegetative environment as a part of the lilltary

Evuluation of Ceographic Areas System developed by Craben7

It would appear that there are three prime elements

of the terrain which, limit vehicle performance: the soil,

the soil profile, and the vegetation cover. This report

represents a collection of the physical soil values and

geometrie profiles that have been obtained by the Land

Locomotion Laboratory. Other than a cursory review in

Appendix A. no attempt is made hbroeto describe the ap-

plifation of the soil values since this has been done In

earlier publications.

013JECT

The object of the wort reported was to collect and

report the physical and geometric soil values that have

* been obtained by tho Land LUcomotion Laboratory and to

indicate otter sources of terrain design crituria.

7 
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DIScLOSSIOq

The physical and geometric values that have been obtain-

ad ore included In Section VI. The major portion of current

Swork devoted specifically te obtaining terrain design criteria

* •Is being conducted by the Advanced Research Projects A7oncy

and the Waterways 9xperimant Station (VLS) of the Corps of

Engtoners. These projects are reviewed below along with the

studies of muskeg in progress in Canada.

The WES project Is entitled The Rilitary gialuation of

Ceographbe Areas and is concerned with a complete quantitative

description of all elenents of terrain. The discussion pros-

Souted here Is concerned prilmarily with the description of

}Ct Vegetation,

SThe progress to date of the vegetation analysis 'ph*** of

the MEGA program at WES Is the establishment of a workable

descriptive vegetation classification. The system was devised

by Pr. Donqereou of New York flotnanical Gardens and has been

used in Puerto Rico, Thailand, and portions of Central Aaerica.

.................. Thrui~idfilia-I•-ot -'i atativ; fasabhhn for

vegetal features such as height, c€,.:n shape, leaf character-

Istics, stem, branching, roots, armature, and distribution.

The final description of an area Is a combination of symbol$
in which these characteristics have been categorized.
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The classification, although quite Involved and rightly

so considering the nature of vegetation, is free from Latin

names and has the nd3ftanso that it can be used. by a person

with little or no biologic background. The avoidance of

Latin n.•sa, however. neglects many of the subtle properties

which presently have to be described symbolically in the

classification.

The method of dles',ribing an area consists of selecting

random points by statisticol aeans such as a grid pattern

and then measuring oil the pertinent data at this point with-

in a certain radius. Fnctors such as poisonous needles,

edible fruit, limited visibility, etc., which may be applic-

able in some regions but not in others, are all lacorporate4

in the description. WFES also has a project in progress t#

determine the effects "t tree spacing on vehicle mobility.

The resiolts of this study seem to indicate that this asoly-

sis is similar to a labyrinth problem.

Along with the vrqjetal description of a terrain, I!S

hopes to incorporate a "Family factor Concept" in the study

of obstacles in vehicle mobility. This concept basically

implies that nit one feature of the terruin alone is as In-

portent in the Immobili,.ation of a vehicle as the combipation

of scveral. The other signiflcant terrain features consider-

ed are surfjce composition, microgeoietry, nocrogeoeetry,

AVSTAT5 CO"
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hydrologic geometry. Systems for a:ro::e:;etry classifi:n-

ties are being worked on at Vanderbilt University. larshall

University, and the U~niversity of Tennessee. Mloroeeometry

is being itudied "nder contract at the University of South-

era California and hydrelogie, geometr7 and surface composition

Is being handled at WIES.

Project ERS rs ('llitary Environmental Research Studies)

bi-ing conducted by ARPA is devoted to the definition of

specific terrain environments. As a part of Project HIERS,

the techniques established for X.EGA will be ntilized along

with the soil description used by the Land Locomotion Labors-

tory. It is anticipated that Project tERS will provide a

major input into the establishment of terrain criteria since

this Is the first project in which *11 eleuonta are being

examined in the broadest terms possible. ,t

A review of the classification of mus.eg is presented

primarily to demanstrate the feasibility of classifying

vegetation.

'lost of the world's land surface in the extreme latitudes

toward the north, mad in some casts, the south, is covered

by an orginic terrain knnwn as muskeg. Muskog is a term

which has specific connotations with rePpect to both the

surface and subsur.saco.ateriel. tThe worh done In establish-

iaig a valid classification has bean completed by N.if.Radforth

B 1
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of Mecnastors University. This system has been proves applic-

able In eountries surh as Alaska, Canada, Russia. Trelond,

end parts of Chile. The clnssificatioa is sinri, enough to

he used by a non-biologist and has the prospects for direct

correlations to onglneoring properties.

The surfnce classification -if muskeg Is divided into

nine osatoaories labeledt fro.3 A to I. These categories are

basne on the vototal features nf woodiness, and stature. An

area is identified by the letter of the most predominate

category, followed by a scrond and third if necessary, but

never more than three letters are nsed. This allows for

many possible theoretical itsskeg combinations, more than

actually foond In the field.

The subsurfnce portion of the muskeg, knows as peat

has boon divided into sixteen eategories numbered I to 16.

Those categories are lumped Into three broader groups based

on the visual nature of poet. Categories I to 7 are near-

phous-granular, 0 to II, are fine-fibrous, and 12 to 16, are

coarse-fibrouq. T:e categories are qualitatively defined,

but work Is progressing to evaluate then on a qn•atitative

basl a.

In cnJunction with the surfice and sabsurface elassi-

ficatians of muskeg, an overall terrain evaluation of the

iuskeq reveals several definite topographic relationships.

EST A", • .
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These relationships are divided Into sixteen contour types

Ilabeled 000 to Op. They Include topography described as
peot plateau, closed pond, gravel bar, and rock qravel plain,

S" to name a few. Tables have been established which show in

descriptive terms, at least, the correlation of topography

to surface and subsurface conditions,

The most widely used kethod of muskoe mapping Is with •

. the use of airphotos. This Is partly due to the accuracy

and ease with which the airphotos can be used and partly due

to the Inaccessibility of ouch of the area to he mapped. I
Definite muskeg.patterns have been Idantifled at altitudes

of 5,000 and lO,A00 feet. These patterns are in turn re-

lated to the topngrnphy and wshc(.1 coverage according to

the Radfo-th system from thicbi prorerties of the underlying

pest can be Inferred.

There was little In the way of previous experience to

indicate what type of description would best describe terrain

profile. The description would have to be statistical since

the terrain geometry is a random phenomenon. Dosically. the

description had to rest on statistical properties sufficient-

ly simple to he determined experimentally and yet sufficient-

ly detailed so ar to Include a feature or features which

would be significant in analyzing statistical vehicle dynamics.
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It was * .'.'d •to An me.snre groriod roghness Initially In

termit of $h#. power spectral density.

To obtaln the pnover spectral density, psd, of grownd

1srivntln" (rndnonm r'nnetin) -)lon. a straight line., or More

prolJsly, to olp. tnin an testimnte of itg one proceeds as

foloaws: P•.e,'rc a"nd reenrir the elevntion at equidlstant i

points nlon.j the line; enmpitte the seriol correlation from

those data at seelctet Intervals; the smoothed Fourier

-. . ..r-r,of the -er)|, 0 .orrelati n Is the pad estlmfte -n

1.hbi is te :n.alysis strhene necorrdinq to the methods of

Ph:g~pr~annr nnI" Tnkoy9 . "rhe nbstlssmn of the psd Is i*

( in t ) iif)tnIs s .If l1tngth freqiency "nits sne) the I
-,rdinate J.4 In (pneqth)2 )nits. a

",rho concept of the palver spectral density of * rvnidom,

fu',,t•.-.on has proven frisitfiti In a number of fields fnelud- i i
I,,o si-etroscopy, comr-i, nIe.,tion theory, tnrbhtlenee, ete..

Ths,:.0Tidity of this cnneoopt rests ispois tho nssnmption that

the undloryingq statlstlc)l inech.,nisra which qenerates tho

f1nit,,ainn (toes not chant.qe is the nbsc!ssn Increases and

tint ostlnates of the psd many be obtained from records of

the .,lintmu.ation. One basic point must be stressed. Different

se(priiits of a record, I.e., different segments of a long

gurvey rerord of elevation along a stral,,lit li,,e, may ap-

pl'r ••fferent frori one another. The psd est;'utes froms

14
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those segments may also be different from one another. But

* •as the length of each record and segment increases, these

estimates will hocomo closer and closer to one another. Ul-

timately, when the segments becomeinfinite in length, they

are assumed to coincide. Thus, differences in psd estimates

ore assucaed to arise from the f ite record length.

Of course, no records are of Infinite length. None-the

less, the concept of psd has proved useful in the areas men-

tioned; and thus, the assumptions Just described have a

practical validity. It Is reasonable to expect that psd

may prove useful in describing ground or terrain roughness

over reasonable distances.

The selection of a method for specifying terrain pro-

file made possilile an attempt to answer the fundamental

question: "Wthat is the maximum speed of a particular vehi-

cle model on terrain with a given psd?", or alternately,

"flow rough is a ride at a given speed with a given vehicle.

model on ground with a specified psd?" It is to be noted

that 4 new point has been raised; namely, the criteria to

be used to determine "maximum speed" or "rough rlde."

Conversations with rosponstble personnel at various

ostnblishmients established one point of importance. Itost

individuals field the position that the h-tainn driver or

human cargo is one of the most significnut factors In setting

BEST AVAILABLE COPv
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maxinum speed or determining how rough .a ride es. further,

the view was expressed that present vehicles could be

#riven much faster if only the driver would do set meaken-

foal breaka•e, if it was a limit, could be eli.iineted.

It became clear that the areas requiring basic research

we re:!

a. Statistical description of rough ride based

upon subjecting hom.nns to randou, vibration environment.

b. Statistical description of terrain profile

based upon survey data.

Both areas are presently being Investigated. The sub-

jection of humans to random vibration conditions, in Its

initial stages, is being carried out in a dynamic seat

shiulator. The initial stages of the test program are to

determine the extent to which a subject can detect the re-

lative roughness of simple vibration environments from two

-. r.. . inc. t-sorspectral densities that are of the aatuti

of real t~r-nr i'Fi-•ra. The statistical design of the ox-

ecat, a

is of finite length and will be subject to the variability

in amplitude that occurs when looking at only a snall portion

of a record that is statistically stationary. The ultimate

goal is to determine those aspects of psi that determine

BEST AVALAPLF UP4
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quantitatively the timlts of comfort a huran will accept

In being subjected to random vortical vibrational environ-

meats. The limits could thon be used t3 determine how

rough the sent motion would have to be In order to prevent

the driver from going too fnst.

In the other area, surveys of terrain profile have 1
been initiated to determine pod estimates. Since the pod

affords a quantitative method of describing terrain profile,

one can deduce quantitntively the roughness of a profile

having this pod in any specified frequency band. llence, it

becomes possible by use of psd to classify terrain accord-

ing to these measures of roughness. It is therefore possible

to classify the roughness af those areas of the world which

¶ are of strategic military importance.

4 Since there is no readily availablo data for studying

the terrain as a surface, a survey on a field located in

North Central rndiana, adjacent to Purdue University. has

been conducted. The strvey was taken 3Iong five concentric

lines that divided a circle Into equal sections, as sho*en

in Figure 3. The length of the lines vary from 1,500 feet

for line A, to 1,200 feet for line I. The elevations were

taken at six-inch Intervals along each line, thereby yielding

a spectral resolution of one cycle per foot. These are pres-

•ted in .iures 4 through 8.
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Survey Plan, Plowed, Celtivat*d

and Gr*e2d Field

Purdue University, Nortb Central Indiana

II

Rerth

C D

[111000' -1

Figure 3.
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TEST EQUMIENT

In order to obtain physical soil values, various Savn-

meters were utilixed. The eqvipment shown it Figare 9 Is

representative of the equipment used. The use of the Bove-

meter Is describe4 in Reference 4.

Figure 10 shows the device used to obtai% geometric

profiles. A description of its use and haraoeterlstiee is

given in Appendix 8.

RKSULTS

The physical soil value date are presented Is tabster

form with the soil values listed along with sell type. The

geometric soil values are given Is a p~er spectral density

function format.

As implied in previous sections, the collection of field

data to give terrain a general description Is divided ateo

three areast Soil strength, sell cover or vegetatfon, and
terrain profile or geometry. Foch category, in itself, is

a major undertaking. The ultirute goal is to characterize

or classify terrain over large areas so that a comprehensive

description of the terrain will be available. In time, it

io hoped that this description will be on a world-wide basis.
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In review, the strenCtN of the soil, as described by

the Land Locomotion Laboratory's Soil Talme System, is

composed of the vertical and horizontal components of soil

strength. The vertical strength of soils is described by

the parameters kc, kA and n. These parameters are used to

determine the sinkage of a loaded area and if'this loaded

area is 4 wyheel or track of a vehicle, they are used to

determino the wheel or trnck motion resistance. The hort-

zontal or shear strength of the soil is described by the

parameters c and A.Dy combining the vertical and horizontal

strength parameters of soils and applying them to vehicles,

it Is possible to determine the performanco of the vehicle.

The soil strenqth parnmetnrs have been determined for

various soils under controllee laboratory conditions as well

as in the field. All ensisre~ients ivere obtained by the

Bevameter, a device desirned by the Land Loconotion Labora-

tory. The vert.cal parameters ore determined by analyzing

the load versus sinkage characterlstlcs under circular and

rectangilar sinkous A'ootitils. The shear strength parameters

are determined by the torque versos deformation relation-

ship of a shear annulos at various nornal pressures.

The following list is a tabulation of the soil strength

v' values, first for the coatrolled conlition and then for the
I• field conditions:

I, ~27 pFA'Ay.
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CrANTr.?)I,T.KD LABORATORY CONDJTIOt

I IOISTLUR k

SOLcowrpYTr k J61j) D.Degrees

1. 1Ji:higon 14 11.5 6.6 0.53 1.6 20.5

Lo im

16 9.5 5.6 0.50 1.9 27.5

10 6.5 4.7 0.47 2.0 25.5

20 4.5 3.7. 0.42 i.6 23.5

22 3.3 2.0 0.39 1.0 21.5

24 2.2 1.8 0.35 0.0 19.5

2. Cr7stal 0 3.3 1.0 0.05 28

Silica
Sand

Dry G Loose

3. Yolclay - 0 1.0 1.34 0 32

Dry & Loose

4. Pumice Stone
(Powder) - 0 1.05 1.15 0 32

IDry & Loose

5. ;joson Sand - 0 3.5 1.0 0 27.5

Dry G Loose

6. !tississlppI 11
rnuckshot 38 11.7 3.7 0.12 2.9

Clry

20



FIELD CONDMTONS

t
SOIL1101STURE CSSOIL DegreesE

CONTENT k n (Rol) Degreel- "

1. Detroit Saturated 6.3 2.7 0.96 -

Arsenal

So. Side so 3.2 4.4 0.42 -

Dldg 239
Centerline, 40 4.2 2.6 0.85 -

i 34 13 3.1 0.28 - -

I ~~~25 23...40--

2. XI$g. R1,ve 3.0 1.5 27.4 1.1 0.25 29
Sand Bar (at 0-6" depth)

Vicksbb"rg,

3. Area 25

Ft.KnoxgY.

Clay !I 24 5.2 0.2 0.75 1.0 16

SSandy Loan is 7.0 7.6 0.87 T 0.40 20

Sandy Clay 15 2.3 1.3 1.3 0.83 10.5

4. Churchvi lo 33 0.90 1.7 0.33 0.75 11

Area, APG 32 0.66 1.4 0.44 0.80 1s
- !naryl and 23

29 1.6 2.7 0.63 0.90

28 4.8 1.8 0.40 2.0 26

26 1.6 2.8 0.58 2.1 26

Hard Pan - 2.65 6.8 0.31 2.0 22

29 $EST AVAIL4BLE Cop0h
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FIELD CONDITIONS, CONTO,

S SOIL UIOISTURE CCONTENT k- k (ps) Dogr*es

S. Erie Ord 1941
Depot, Port
CliratonOhio 24 " - 2.0 31

27 - - 1.6 24

29 " - 2.2 10

6. Durden Creek

S.... 

. Ar-9.a, -;VEST-...

Vicksburg.
M1l as.

Silt with 
4.3 23.5Vegetation

7. Rep, of Area 8 20.0 9.2 1.4 2.0 33P ,'n1arna,
SWAM1P FOXiS, Area Area 0 0 47.0 1.2 3.2 29.0

Area C " - - 2.3 35.0S. Fort Story,8 ra. - 13.5 7.0 1.0 0.1 31.5 3

Beach Sand

9. Fort Fustis,
V. . - 21.0 7.0 0.02 0.42 31Messick Marsh

10. Thailand " 0.25 30.6
Sara Buiri S1
Sara Burl S2 .- - 0.40 31.2
Sara Buri S3 -... - 0.54 24.2
Korat K4 .- - 0.54 22.1
Kora. KS .- 0.43 26.6

30 PST AVAILABLE COPY30
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1PI ;L ODTONCN

SOIL ")7STURO C

CONTENT kk (Pat) DCgrees

m0

' ]20. Thai land

Costd.
sung Ping 1 37.? 20 16 0.31 0.50 26.0(0-6")

Bank Pilng I1 39.2 7.5 22 0.30 0.28 32.4(0-6")
bang PU IA 55.4 18 25 0.16 0.63 29.0

(0-6")
B aung PU 8 40.3 O- - 0.50 31.4, (0.6")
Bntg PU 10 60.6 - 0.60 29.9(0-6")Bang PU 11 42.9 14 21 0.21 0.43 32.9S~(0-60)
Bang PU 12 19 1? 0.19 0,20 32.0

Bn 1 4.0i 16 0.16 0.44 36.9
(0-6")

i 11. oughton,
Mfehigan

Snow values -1957 3.6 0.3 1.0 0.18 18.2
19t0 0.6 0.2 1.24 0 21.3

12. Ft.Churcht 11
RanI trob,Cao.
Crusty Surface ... . 0.35 23.* Sub-su rfate ... . 0.23 20.

13. Greenland Ice-C a p , .. H l - 10 I s.

Nov, 1961
0-3.5 psi Range 1.99 1.80 0.313.5 psi Range 0 1.1 1.2 0.1 24.5

•. ~ ~ ~ ~~31 •s-*, , e
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-C~rCLW$IONS*

elusive InmaNture. 'Abe effort was devote primarily to'tbo
*T 

h e w o r k o ' e t h i r p r o j e c t w a s N e t I N a d d e e e m
a rcollection of €rrentl snvljablo terrain aet. -owever.. It
"!Is possible to offer a definite conclusions 'he spedifles-

tie"of vehicle chtracteristics ctn and must Include e wid-

Sr~nge of fnetors associated teith the terrain. It Is not

possible Mi- ~~..tJe to establish which element of the

terrAin Is of overriding Importance or whether there to such

s t e r r a in e le m e n t . Ift ~ ev e r • L a so-- * . . .. • O . .. .. .

file, and the vegetation obstaoles must be spefifled.in

quantitative terms.

% NDATIONS

It Is reconmended that future Vilitary Ckaractert sties

be stated In quantitative terms where possible. The current

data only permit the identification of the sell 8treatk

criteria but as Projects IEtPS and tIEGA develop, the results

of these projects should be incorporated in Military Charop-

toristics.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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APPENDIX A.

N OBILITY PERFOlIANCE

In Order to undertake mobility performance studies on a

vehicle, the range of values of drawbar pull (DP) and draw-

bar pull per load (DP/W1) with respect to a range of values

In soil consistency (k) must be found.

Given the values of V or p, b, , in the case of tracked

vehicles, and D in the case of wheeled vehicles, and a range

of values for k0, kA. a. a, and tan $.values of DP and DP/W

versus k may be found and graphed by evaluating the equations

in the following procedurea

I. k k

2. K0 and KX are dependent on the angle of internal

friction with respect to thu angle of Inclination of the

rupture plans and may be obtained from the graph appearing

at the end of the Appendix A. 2

3. xwWeel i ( -) . Sinkage

I

8track ' - Sinkage

4.jwuheo z 2 4'(D-a) Contact length

33
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irack GIveY1

S. A b = Contact Area

6. II = AC + 9 tan G Gross Tractive Wafort

bkz

7. Re n+ Compaction Resistance

O. Rb M b( 20e +Y z 2 K2) = Bulldozing Resistance

where Y Soil density.

9. OP =H -(R Rb) = Drawbar Pull

. DP/ ( + b Drawbar Pull per wheel I

to or track load.

Although the ellnes obtained give the valuws for DP and

DP/W versus k for a track or front wheel of a vehicle, the

nP and DP/ti values for rear wheels may be different depending

on whether one wishes to believe that the other wheels are

encountering rosistance, frou bulldozing and compaction, or

not. Test results appear to indicate that the rear wheels

have the same motion resistance as the front wheels, even

though the soil has been com~pacted and bulldozed by the front

wh-els. This result is based on very limited test.s, but Is

34
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obviously true when the vehicle Is ,nnhnvog direction, flow-

ever, the fellowing possible OssnWpttonS may be made com-

cerning the resistance encountered ty the wheels In questions

(1) fo conmpaction or bulldozing resistance Is

enconatered; therefore, OP = ,11 and DP/V = 111/.

(2) Compaction bt no bulldozin2 resistance Is

eneountered: therefore, nP = ti- a and DP/V = (1-R )/iI.

(3) Both compaction and bulldozing resistance Is

encorantoreds therefore, DP-= Il-(Re + Rb and

OP/V II-(R + R

The assumption whieh Is most nearly correct Is left to the

reader, since a completely verified theory is not available.

£ I "LAO

.. >,•r V~iAB U OPy
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TURAIN P3ILS IgASURENUI SYSTIN

By
viavid 3. Slose

rEarly in 19S5, the University of Mlihigan, Engineersig

*#esecre Institute, As@ Arbor, fllehigaa, began work *a

"TorralS Geoetry 14,asrosemnt. This work was done under

the sponsorship of the Lend Locomotion Laboratory, Detroit

Arsenal, Center Line, Michigan, As extensive study was made

of all existiag methods of moemuring terrain profile. A con-

sept was selected based on this study. The present equipment

reseombles the concept closely. The differences are primarily

mechainlel design changes which were made to simplify and

ruggedise the field OquipOmnt.

SYSTM 0j'rR.If50,on•o,.1(trlethodt

The equipoent was designed arouvd the slope Integration

method of terrain goomotry measeremoet. This method Is I-

lstrrted in Figure I1.

with roferect to figure 11. to order to determine the

relativa elevatio& of 0 to A. (Y Y - ) and the horlsaotal i
distance betweem the two points, x. It Is ntcossar7 to neasure

the distance from A to 9 along the curve, a. and the angle. 0

that the groad between A and 5 mihes with a truo horizontal

drawn throuqh polnt A.

STh'A91
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SLPOPR ?I!ZGRAION XXTHO

or TS•ERIN GHETjRy KEA8 3SREA

I IElevations y -O~ sin .e ds

H~orlzontals x . coo 0 daDistance t

• -•Total travel along curve

y x Blevation of ground for total

travel, A8, along the curve

y E Ilevation of ground at start of run

X -horizontal dictance for total travel.
as, alng the curve

* slope angle of ground

Figure 11.

38
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F;

SYS~TC DE51Go rOR FrIELD USSI:

To practice. the distance along the curve, a, is measured

with a fifth wheel. The slope angle of the ground, e, Is

measured with a tandem wheel device having a 12 inch wheel

base. Therefore, 0, is the angle that the twelve Inch wheel

base makes with a true horizontal.

The details of the profile wheel are shown is Figure 12

The true horizontal Is measured with a gyro. The gyro trans-

mits a signal to the wheel base which positions a synchro re-

lative to the true horizontal. A second synchro Is meeban-

anally connected to the wheel base. The slope angle of the

ground, 9. is the difference between the two synchro angles.

The wheel base angle Is Interpreted as a D.C. voltage

Sbetween +2 and -2 volts. The voltage is positive for positive

•'• angles, zero for an angle of zeroa nd negative fro negative

Sangles. This voltage is monitored throughoot the test run on

an oscilloscope.

Before the start of each test, the system is calibrated.

Calibration consists of adjusting the system so that a specif-

ic voltage corresponds to a specific angle. For example, *me

volt could correspond to a wheel base angle of 20 degrees.

Such a calibration is shown In Table I.

39
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TABLE 1.

FnR CALIBRATION 1.00 VOLTS 10'

1.00 velt = 10 X volts x

voltage fc¢tags voltage
Proportional Proportional Difference

Si0 Si To Sin e To 6

0 .0000 .000 .000 .000

1 .0175 .101 .100 -. 001

2 .0349 .201 .200 -. 001

3 .0523 .301 .300 -. 001

4 .0690 .402 .400 -. 002

5 .0872 .502 .500 -. 002

6 .1045 .603 .600 -. 003

7 .1219 .703 .700 -. 003

8 .1392 .802 .c00 -. 002

9 .1564 .901 .900 -. 001

10 .1736 10000 1.000 .000

11 1908 1.099 1.100 4.001 I

12 .2079 1.197 1.200 4.003

13 .2250 1.296 1.300 +.004

14 .2419 1.390 1.400 +.010

is .2580 1.490 1.500 +.010
S16 .2756 1.585 1.600 4.015

17 .2924 1.685 1.70-0 +.o15"

S18 .3090 1.7 80 1. 800 +. 020

19 .3256 1.870 1.900 4.030

20 .3420 1.970 2.000 4.030

25 .4226 2.439 2.500 4.061

30 .5000 2.880 3.000 +.120

35 .5736 3.310 3.500 4.3190

40 .6428 3.710 4.000 +.290

41
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!NTRrRzrA•I~OX OF T1I| (;cNER.-TED FIGN.AL:

Technically, the signal generated by the synshro system

Is proportional to the sine of the angle rather than the angle.

7
Tahle I shows, for a calibration of I volt t 20o ite voltage

proportional to the sine of the angle is equal to the voltage

proportional to the angle to within ± .05 volts for angles less

00
than 30°. The system electrical resolution it - .O5 volts, and

angles greater than 300 are seldom encountered in the field:

therefore, in practice, the output voltage is treated as being

proportional to both the sine of the angle and the angle. The

function used is the one that is most convenient.

Figure 13 shows how the system works in the field. The -

system is calibrated as described previously. As the wheel I
traverses the ground profile, a continuous record of the wheel|

base angle is recorded on one channel of an Instrument type

tape recorder. A measurement of the profile wheel's movement

along the curve Is recorded as a series of Identical pulses.

Each pulse represents a specific distance traveled along the

curve. In Figure 13 the distance is 5-1/4 inches.
i i

A voice channel is used to record calibration data and

general information about the terrain being nensured.

DATI, Rl:DrTl'r'lOl (law ')ate ilval,,ntion):

The raw data is read out on a brush recorder and examla-

ed for continuity and magnitude. The data is edited on the

42
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basis of this examinati.o and then the edited data is empli-

fied In a PACR analog computer. The amplified signal is

digitized In a special piece of equipment designed and bauit

by Spsco. The end product of this stage of date reduction Is

an edited. digitized, magnetic tape suitable for use on our

Burroughs Flectrodsta 205 digital computes.

The data is operated on by the computer which solves for

the elevation and horizontal distance as indicated in Fi;.:re

1. The computer output Is usually in a fern suitable for use

on t1, I'\CF Data rlotter. The data plotter produces a profile

curve similar to that shown in Figure 14.

DRIFT CoRRrTjný!:

Figure 14.shows that the raw data exhibits a cartaie di I

gree of drift. This drift is usually small, normally bting

less than two degrees. As Figure 4 Indicates, thts drift can

be partially compensated for during the data reduction process.

The correction process is relatively simple. Knowtag the total

elevation error at the end of the run. a correction factor is

applied throughout the entire run to reduce the total elevation

error to very near zero. It has been found that this process

reduces the error at any point along the run to a gln~lown.

*njjr OSt!7 )'WTit"rN? mInnTFrATf Tnx:

At present the data reduc t ion and analysis process Is

somewhat time consuring. Consideration is being given to

44
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modify the present eqaipment so that all at part of the data

reduction can be done as it is acquired In the field.

11i51 nW TIMl nfTl (!nvlron•ent Pescriptlon):

The ground profile is an important factor is describing 3
the physical environment of a combat vehicle. Previous methods

used to survey ground profile are time ConsumAsg and expensive.

The terrain profile measurement system allows a rapid survey,

to be made of practically any test course in a relatively stort

time. It is also possible to repeat these measurements as re-

quired to determine profile change due to weather or vehicle

traffic.

An Important feature of the system is that the data Is

taken in a form that can be fed directly Into a computer system

for reduction and analysis.

As a survey device, the system is, therefore, capable of:

a. describing a specific test course

b. comparing two or more test courses.

c. measuring short or long term weather effects

on the ground profile.

d. measuring the effects of vehicle traffic on the

ground.

V1'11T1Lr~ ColicF-P? 17V1L1PT!)*r:

Vehicle concepts ar9 now analyzed at ATAC with respect

to their ride characteristics, using an snalo; computer. The

46
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topatet Input for this evaluation Is the test course survey

recorded on magnetiO tope.

In lte sear fntere, it Is Intended to use the profile

data is a oomputer program to predict eoncept fuel consumption

and average speed ever the various test courses#

SS' STONTET ANDl Ai:R : ladug smlati mgutue n
* rroeureseat has bees laitliated for a device which will

Ssubject G SUSPORSioa unit to loadings similar In magnitude and

frequency to those the uait would eacounter In the field. The

ability of Ibis device to subject a saspensiom unit to equiva-

lest field %eoting is the laboratory makes it a useful research

tool, as well as an endurmnte test machine.

The Input control signal for the device will be the pro-I.
file data of the test course survey recorded on magnetic tape.

47
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